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the building to be decorated, and which forms the 

I 
ment of using i t  the paper is sensitized by immersing experiment having once been made, certain data will 

background of the work, and explains how this is it in a 5 per cent. solution of bichrowate of potash, have been obtained for the future. 
afterward covered with a wash of lime of travertino, and, as soon as it is dry, the printing is effected The development is proceeded with as soon as the 
through which the line5 are etched with a n  iron point. 

I 
in a frame by putting a negative III contact with the paper is taken from the frame, or a few hours after

He further describes how background", are obtained 

I 
sensitized coating. But no apparent modification is ward if it is preferred; but one should not wait for 

by the entire removal of the surface wash, and shows produced. It is necessary to estimate the time of ex- several days, since the paper will not keep after it has 
how strong projecting shadows for grotesque figures posure by comparison wIth another kind of pl'inting been Gensitized. We now prepare in an earthen pan 
or designs of foliage may be produced by adding 

I 
or by means of a photometer. This may be done quite a mix\ ure forllled of three quarts of sawdust and the 

stronger shades of the same color to the background. easily. saUle of tepid water. This is stirred with a thermome-
Referl'ing again to the graffitos at South Kensing- In order to develop the image, it is necessary to im- tel', and, by means of boiling water, the mixture is 

ton, they may be described as low relief in graffito merse the paper in tepid water, when all the non- rabed to telUperature of 27' C. exactly. The mixture 
rather than graffito proper, because the cut into the i nsolated parts will dissolve and the others remain. i� quite sufficient in quantity to preserve this temper
plaster or cement bed is excessively deep. '1'he depth But the insolation having been gradually effectpd by ature for a long tillle. This being ready, the pOFitive 
of the cut made with the iron or steel point by the penetration through the stratum of gelatine, the is plunged into cold water in order to soften it, and is 
artist in that particular work is a disad vantage, necessi- surface in direct contact with the negative will have then fixed by clips upon a sheet of glass resting upon 
tated by plastering on the final coat instead of merely become entirely insoluble, except in the blacks, and" the frame that supports the sawdust mixture. It i., 
washing It on. So deep a cut gives a hard appearance the half tones will, therefore, show themselves npon de- possible, if one desires it, to fix the print simply to a 
to the design, and impedes the water from running off velopment on the other side of the film forllled by the strip of woud held in the hand. Then the mixture is 
the walls, while tending to accumulate dirt. '1'he true emulsion, that is to say, on the side that is III contact put into a coffee pot having a wide nozzle, and is 
Italian graffito is without this inconvenient feature, with the paper that serves it as a support. Hence the poured therefrom over the upper part of the positive 
because the depth of the cut is scarcely perceptible. necessity of detaching this film in order to place it from one to the other. so that it shall spread every·· 
The cut or score made by the instrument does not under another support before proceeding to the de- where and fall back into the pan. After continuing 
generally exceed the thickness of a sheet of d)'awing velopment; hence the inconvenience, too, of having .. thus, the image will be seen gradually to appear. If 
paper, or. in other words, vel'y little more than the in consequence of tbis operation, a reversed proof in there has been an over-exposure and it ('omes too 
thickness of the surface layer with which the bed which the right becomes lflft, and the necessity, after quickly, we use a colder mixture (at about 20"), which 
work is covered. Extremely beautiful effects can be development, of making a second transfer to the has been prepared in advance in another pan. If, on 
produced under these conditions, perhaps more beauti- definite support in order to put things in theIr proper the contrary, there has been an under-exposure, the 
ful than can be obtained with a soIt pencil on a rough place. temperature is raised to 29°. It will be seen t hat the 
paper. The weight of the leaning point of iron is it- W e  have desired to recall the principle of the car- process of development leaves <1 certain latitude in the 
self sufficient to remove the light surface and to make bon process very briefly in this place, in order to point estimate of the time of exposure. 
the dark background appear without fatigue to the out what in our opinion is the cause of the want of It will be understood that in this operation no 
hand. success among amateurs; but we hasten to say that chemical operation intervenes; there is merely a slow 

In SOllIe backgrounds colol's in monochrome are some of them are employing it with success, and that and uniform mechanical action which gradually, and 
sometimes addedj and these are treated just as you those professionals who have made a specialty of this proportionally to the insolation, disengages the color
treat fresco, whic 1 is very ea�y after experience has kind of work are succeeding in obtaining some won- mg matter illlprison ed in the colloid substance. The 
taught the difference between the tint in its wet and derful results, and, to mention but a single example inventor has endeavored to effect this work in different 
dry state. Some of the finest and richest effects are of thesfl, the Braun establishment, of Paris, has ac- ways-with a brush, a pencil, sand. etc., but. during 
reached by the addition of gilding to sOllie part of the quired a universal reputation for its reproductions of the ten years that he has la bored upon the question, 
graffito, as ribbons, fruits, arms, ete. The gold, how- paintings and engravings obtained thereby. no process has succeeded better in his hands than the 
ever. Inust be added when the graffito is perfectly dry. Mr .. V. Artigue, of Bordeaux, has thought that if one that we have just indicated. 

Naturally there is much in graffito decoration that it were possible to simplify the method by suppress- The proof having once been developed, is simply 
experience teaches, but it is not very difficult to exe- ing the transfers, and to obtain a positive directly washed in cold watflr in order to remove every traee 
cute, and it seellls to be deserving of more attention in 

I 
with silver salted paper, a great progress would be ac- of the biehromate, and is then ready to bp mounted 

these days of progress, in virtue of its durability as cOIllplished. Contir.uing the experiments made in upon card board. 
well as of the excellent effects it lends itself to produc- this direction by his fathel' a dozen years ago, he has It will be I:>een that transfers are completely sup
ing. There seems to be a good field open for teaching 
graffito dflcoration in the art schools which have been 
so largely established in this country. 

There are still other modes of decorating the exte
rior of edifices "hi('h \,-"p"e adopted by the fifteenth 
century artist, nal!wl.,-; That of chiaroscuro in fresco. 
and of fresco in color:;. Tile first has, at a distanee, all 
the appearance of gTaffito, and, although the design is 

I 
not cut, it has similar colO1' and effect. 

Much was done in this style by Maturino Fiorentino 
and Polidoro da Caravaggio, both of whom arrived to 
the highest point in this art of decoration with" their 
immortal work of chiaroscuro in fresco in Via della 
Maschera d'OI'o in Rome. Many other examples 
could also be mentioned, but as this work is the most 
important among the others, it will suffice as an illus
tration of this beautiful art. The frieze representing 
historical scenes is the most important decoration, and' 
in a certain sense it re(�ans to mind the seq uenee qf 
pictures which compose the triumph of Cesare, by 

I Mantegna, at Hampton Court. 
Speaking of fresco, what is llIeant is the real Italian 

fresco, and not tempera or incausto, which is occasion
ally confused with it. As au extt-rnal decoration, it 
m ay be considered to be truly ideal. and it is to be re
gretted that in Eng-land it appears to be absolutely 
out of fashion. ' 

Outside fresco, when it is done with good and pure 
earth colors, upon suitable lime mixed with much sand 
and puzzolana of that bort which the Homans used OIl 
the Colosseum, becomes very solid, hard, lasting and 
washable, just like compact and durable stone. 

It is really to be regretted that to-day the exterior of 
buildings is so mup,h limited in the matter of decora
tion to frames. columns, or, in a few words, to archi
tectural mOUldings, whereas the old masters of nearly 
all ages introduced into their edifices all that contri
buted beauty. Why, it may be asked, render so poor 
the mother of all arts-the one which more directly 

DEVELOPMENT OF A PHOTOGRAPH BY MEANS 
OP SAW l>UtlT 

speaks to our souls. which is so impressive, which succfleded in manufacturing, under tht') name of cheers and covers us? "velvet carbon," a paper that gives excellent results. 
--- -------

i The principle is the same as that of which we ha\'e 
ARTIGUE'S VELVE'1' CARBON PHOTOGRAPHIC· above spoken. The colored powder is incorporated 

PAPER with a colloid substance which, like gelatine, possesses . the property of becoming insoluble proportionally to 
THE processes employed in the printing of photo- the insolation that it has reeeived. W e do not know graphic negatives do not all pre"ent a sufficient guar- what the substance is that is employed (gum or albu

antee of preservation. E very one has remarked men-perhaps both); that is the inventor's secret. 

presspd, and two chanees of failure are thus avoided. 
The results are certainly at least as fine as tho:o;e given 
by the ordinary earbon proeesfl, and we strongly re
cOllllIlend amateurs to try this kind of printing, which 
will give them inalterable and art.istic proofs.-G. 
Mareschal, in La Nature. 

THE SCIENTIFIC APPLICATIONS 
PHOTOGRAPHY.* 

OF 
that many of the old prints upon silver salt paper in However this may be, the results are very fine. and 
his possession have a tendency to alter, and that the method of using necessitates no transfer. More-some even disappear at the end of a relatively short over, it is quite original, since the developing is done IT is not 1'0 very long since photography occupied 
time. This is often due to the little care with which the by means of sawdust. a very subordinate position in the world alike of sci-
washing and fixing have been done. Still, it would The paper is furnished either in rolls or sheet�, but ence and of art. Scientific men looked on phuto
be impossible to absolutely guarantee the complete not sensitized. When it is desired to use it. it is im- graphy as a mere art, artists regarded it as a mere 
inalterability of a proof printed upon paper sensi- pregnated with a 5 per cent. solution of hi chromate, science. About twenty years ago, when I suggested 
tized with silver and fixed with hyposulphite of soda, either by immersing it wholly in a tray or by paint- that some improvement. in a photographic process-l 
whatever be the care used in the different manipula- ing the opposite side with the emulsion by means of forget now which-ought to be brought before the 
tions required. a brush or a tampon. The inventor thinks that this Physical Section of the British Association, I was told 

One of the most interesting questions for the future means is much preferable, because of the beauty of the that there was nothing scientific about photography, 
of photography is being studied more closely and final result. We have tried both, and do not find any that it was a mere empirical pursuit, unworthy the 
closely every day, and the special journals are filled great difference. Whatever be the method of sensitiz- attention of serious students of science. 
with interesting articles upon the subject; but the ing employed, the drying is done in darkness and the And to a large extent the reproach was well deserved. 
general conclusion is that, although with care it is printing is afterward effected in a frame. The image Though the list of the earliest workers in photography 
possible to guarantee a long life to a print, one cannot is not seen to appear any more than it does in the contains many illustrious names, yet it is true that a 
be sllfe that it can be preserved indefinitely. and this carbon process. Mr. Artigue recommends the use, as large proportion of the most important contributions 
has an interest from the view point of the document·· a photometer, of a strip of strongish white paper that to photographic knowledge were not made by scien
ary photographs that we leave to future ages. has been sensitized in the bichromate bath and dried tific workers. or by men who worked in scientific meth-

Happily we can have recourse to other and surer at the same time as the rest. This strip, of a bright ods. They were obtained by practical men, seeking 
processes, such as printing with fatty inks. which is yellow color, is placed between two pieces of card- for results. often indeed seeking for them successfuily 
rather reserved for the industries, and carbon print- board, and about a quarter of an inch of the end of by Illethods which could not have cOlllJlJended them
ing, which is more within the reach of amateurs. it being drawn out and exposed to the light at the selves to men bett.er equipped with scientific linow
Here an inert powder is used. for the production of same time that the negative is, assumes a darker and ledge. Of course this was the conl'equence of the fact 
the image, aud chemical reaetions do not i ntervene darker color up to a maximum that no longer varies. that photographic scienee was early associated with 
for the fixing of the image. This process however At this moment, a little more of the paper is drawn photographic.praeticf, and the same remark holds 
is not as widely employed among amateurs 'as it ought out, and. having been exposed to the light, soon as- go[)d of other sciences-electricity, for instance-in 
to be, because it requires operations that are some- sumes the tint of the first, and so on, each of these which theory and application to praetical use advancn 
what delicate, and success l� not always obtained. sections representing one degree of the photometpr. with equal steps; but I think it applit's more to pho-
We know, in fact, that it is babed upon the propei'ty Upon a preliminary experiment, the printing of the tography than to a!ly other. . possessed by bichromated gelatine of assuming a dc- negative is arrested at the end of two or three degrees, .�t the pres��t tune w,: have mdeed reached a.v�ry 
gree of insolu bility proportional to the intensity of and upon development it will be seen whether the ex- dIfferent conchtlOn of �!lIngs. �ll the most stnkmg: the light received. The inert and impalpable colored posure has been too long or too short. The Sllbse- / of the recent. adv:anees In the sCIence are the resul� ot 
powder selected is so mixed with the gelatine as to form q uent printing will .cons�.queotly be modified, and up- elah()rate S(�len tJfi'� research. The 1ll0S/ recent IIlJ
an emulsion, which is spread upon the paper. In on the type negatIve wll� be noted the number of * Extracted from the address of the president, Sir Henry Trueman this state iti presQrvation is indefinite. At the rna- degrees necessary to obtam a good result. Such an I Wood, to the Royal Photographic Society, 9th October, 1894. 
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provements in lenses were the fruit uf long and labo· 
rious investigation into the optical properties and the 
chemical nature of certain sorts of glass. The in
creased speed of modern plates, and their improved 
power of rendering colOl' values more truly, have only 
been obtained by minute knowledge of the condition 
of the problem to be solved, and by careful applica
tion of the most recent results of chemical and physical 
research. If the old photographic crux-the repro
duction of color-has been solved, or, at all events, 
if a possible method has been indicated for its solu
tion, it was not by haphazard experiment, but by care· 
ful adjustment of means to secure an anticipated result. 
.N owadays we can only hope for improveIllent by util
izing the advance of sciflntific knowledge. 

But if the present position of photography is due 
to progress in the kindred sciences, how amply has she 
repaid the debt. There is not a single branch of sci
ence in which photography is not largely used. There 
are many whose progress is now absolutely dependent 
on the power of the camera to observe more accurate
ly, more independently, morfllllinutely, more rapidly, 
more permanently than the human eye. If, as appears 
to be the case, we have reached the limits of human 
vision, aided by the most delicate instruments that 
ean be constructed, it is difficult to imagine what lim
its lIeed be set to photographic vision, can we but con
�t.ruct instrument� of accuracy sufficient to allow its 
full powers to be utilized. 

The advantages of the "retina which never forgets," 
and, it might be added, which never tires, which accu· 
mulates weak impressions and stores thelll up till they 
become one strong one, were long since recognized by 
De la Rue, and I suppose it will not be very long be
fore, for Itstronomical purposes, eye observations are 
entirely superseded by photographic. The photo
graphic camera is now an indispensable adj unct to 
every large telescope, if indeed it would not be equal· 
ly correct to say that the telescope is an adjunct to 
the camera, since the astronolllical telescope tends 
more and more to assimilate to the forlll adopted long 
since by Mr. Rutherfurd, in which the visual rays are 
of but slight importance, and the chief attention is 
gi ven to the accurate utilization of the more chemi
cally active rays at the violet end of the spectrum. 

tion, Mr. Burch showed to the newly-formed Physio- I with. It will thus be seen that soap is of no small 
logical Section photographic records taken with the moment to the textile rnanufacturer. 
aid of the capillary electrometer of electric currents It must however be obvious that owing to the diver
produced by speaking into the t elephone. The letter sity of uses to which the soap is put in the various 
z produced a complicated curve in which oscillations branches of this industry that it may, in fact it does, 
of current lasting only 1nr'TfTf second were visible with a 

I 
happen that a soap which would suit very well for one 

lens. particular purpose will not do for another. The woolen 
The meteorologist has been enabled by its aid to manufacturer may use a soap which would spoil the 

study the form and nature of clouds. the shape and colors of the calico printer, while the silk manufac
character of the lightning flash. The zoologist has turer likes to ha ve as good a soap as he can get. 
been taught much about animal motion. The micro- It is not the present intention of the writer to enter 
scopist has long learned to rely on the camera as the into a detailed theoretical dissertation on the proper
only accurate means of reproducing the objects of his ties of the soaps which may be employed in the various 
studies. The physicist has by photographic methods branches of the textile industry, although a little will 
investigated many phenomena in which the changes be said on this point, but rather to describe the kinds 
are too rapid for the human eye to follow them. By of soap employed and tell the soap maker how to I;HO' 
such means Lord Rayleigh and Prof. Boys have ob· duce them. It will perhaps be convenient to consider 
tained long series of pictures of occurrences which all them flom the point of view of the particular in
took place within a fraction of a second, thus almost dustry. 
analyzing time as the chemist analyzes matter. Silk Soaps.-Soap is employed in the treatment of 

The uses of photography. in ethnology, geology, silk in two ways, first for the purpose of boiling off 
geography. natural history, archffiology, are too ob- the silk, that is to separate the silk glue or sericin 
vious to need mention. They and many other appli- with any dirt it may be contaminated with from the 
cations may be summed up in the remark, t.hat when- true silk fiber or fiberin. To effect this without lead
ever the observer of natural phenomena requires to ing to any deterioration of the silk fiber as regards 
make an accurate record of his observations, photo- strength and luster it is necessary to employ a pure 
graphy supplies the means. neutral soap and one which shall be freely soluble in 

water. On this account it is desirable to employ an oil 
THE PHOTO·CHRONOGRAPH. 

ONE of the greatest triumphsof modern science is the 
precise measurement of periods of time almost infinitesi
mal. We can determine the millionth of a second by 
means which we possess. The most potent of these 
powers which we have at our disposal is, without 
doubt, the revolving mirror, or what is �till better (be
cause it substitutes photography for the human vision), 

'a rotating sensitive plate, or a combination of r.he mir
ror and plate. It is by this method that Wheatstone 
measured the velocity of electricity and Foucault the 
velocity of light, and by which Fedderson measured 
the discharge of a Leyden jar. These measurements 
require complicated arrangements and some subse
quent calculations. When we wish to measure thou
sandths of a second, we generally ha ve recourse to clock-

Fig. 2. 

soap, and the best oils to make it from are olive oil, 
palm oil, cocoanut oil or ground nut oil. Tallow soap 
is not soluble enough for this purpose and cotton oil 
soap is not satisfactory and can scarcely be made 
sufficiently neutral. The soaps used in the silk trade 
are well prepared curd soaps. A very good formula is 
5 cwt. olive oil, 1 cwt. palm oil and 1 cwt. ground nut 
oil. The oil should be well boiled until there is no 
appearance of fat, while but a slight excess of alkali 
is perceptible to the taste. Then the soap can be 
salted out and finished ill the usual way. A soa p made 
in this way will be found to give very good results in 
boiling off soap. 

Soap is also employed in the dyeing of silk. No spe
cial kind is needed. The one just described will be 
found a good one. 

Wool Soaps.-It is in the woolen industry that soap 
is most largely used. In this trade it is employed in 
at least three stages of the manufacture of the raw 
wool into the woolen cloth. 

First it is employed in the cleansing or scouring of 
the raw wool to free it from the grease and dirt it nat
urally containshsecond it is employed to free the wool 
from the oil w ich is put in the wool to enable it to 
spin and weave easily, and thirdly in the process of 
milling or fulling-, to facilitate the felting of the wool 
fibers together. It must be obvious that a soap which 
will give good results in the first of these treatments 
may not, in fact will not, give good results in the 
second. Yet it i,. no unCOIllmon thing to find a woolen 
manufacturer only using one kind of soap for all. 

A word or two Illay be said as to the best kind of 
soap to employ. Undoubtedly this is a potash soap. 
Potash is, so to speak, the natural alkali of the wool 
fiber. We find that it naturally contains potash salts 
and potash soaps. A potash soap leaves the wool 
fiber distinctly softer and more lustrous than does 
a soda soap, while being much more soluble in 
water, a stronger liquor can be made. Yet few 
woolen manufacturers use a potash soap. The 
extra cost deters them, and so they employ a soda 
soap. On the other hand, it may be stated that for 
milling the wool a potash soap sufficiently neutral has 
not yet been made, and so the fuller or miller of wool
en cloths has perforce to fall back on a soda soap. 

The soap commonly used in the cleansing or scour
ing of wool to free it from the natural grease and dirt 
or from any acquired oil it ma.y contain is a curd soap 
made from bone fat or some other moderately cheap 
grease or soap fat. It is not necessary that it should 
be free from free alkali; in fact, a slightly alkaline soap 
is, if anything, preferable in the writer's view, as that 
alkali serves to a.ct upon and bring about a more per· 
fect emulsification of the wool oil and grease and so 

When we are told that a photographic plate has re- work set in motion by electricity and indicating the enable it to be more completely extracted from the 
corded 10,000 stars in an area not containing a single time on large dials, or to tuning forks giving a fixed wool. The soap should however be pure, that is free 
visible star, one may be excused an expression of won- number of vibrations per second, which are registered from any filling of any kind, as such would undoubt
der as to how the human mind is ever to grapple with on a moving cylinder. The latter method is adapted edly have a detrimental effect on the wool, besides 
problems of such infinite complexity, to turn to use- in the photo-chronograph of M. D. Tissandier, which causing the scouring baths to become too highly 
ful account observations dealing with such enormolls will prove useful in determining the length of photo- charged with material and so reducing their solvent 
multitudes. graphic exposures. The photo·chronograph consists I powers for the grease, etc., of the wool. 

As an automatic recorder of scientific observation, of a rotating disk, having its face smoked or otherwise' Olive oil or ground nut oil would make a better soap 
photography seems to have been utilized in the Royal darkened, and a spring attached to the disk, the end for the wool than bone fat or tallow, as the soap made 
Observatory about 1847, under the superintendence of of which is whitened. This spring i� put in motion from them is more soluble in water. The expense of 
the venerable ex-president of the society, Mr. Glaisher, by the lever shown at the bottom of the engravings. such oils and the keen competition in these days 
who has been kind enough to furnish me with partic-

I 
The photo-chronograph is intended to be used princi- prevent them from being used. Cotton seed oil may 

ulars of the methods originally devised by Mr. Charles pally to IlJeaSUre the speed of photographic shutters. however be used with good results. 
Brooke, and successfully worked for many years by '1'0 measure a shutter the instrument is set up, facing The soap which is used in the milling or fulling of the 
Mr. Glaisher and his staff. the camera in a strong light-sunlight, if possible; the woolen goods must however be neutral in its proper-

The method was first applied to record magnetic lever is worked and the spring begins to vibrate, the ties, for it has to come in contact with colored goods 
variations and the movements of the barometer and disk is then set in motion lI.nd the result of a short ex- and it must have no effect, whatever, except possibly 
thermometer. In the case of the former, a ray of light posure is shown in Fig. 2, the white tip of the spring that of raising or brightening the colors, on the color 
reflected from a mirror carried by the magnet was making the curves as shown. Knowing the speed of of the goods. A neutral soap has no such effect, a 
focused on the surface of a cylinder covered with sen- vibration of the spring and the rotation of the disk, it soap which has alkaline properties may have; for of 
sitized paper. The (�ylinder was rotatt'd by clockwork, is very easy to calculate the speed of the shutter from conrse its action will depend upon the character of 
the result being, of course-in the way now common- the length of the sinuous lines which were photo- the dyestuffs used in dyeing of the goods, and this 
Iyemployed for such automatic records-to give, when graphed on the plate. If the duration of the exposure possibility must be avoided, and so a neutral soap 
the image W8S developed, a record of the movements is greater than the time consumed for the disk to make should be used. The soap too must be pure, for any 
of the magnet. A base line was given by an invariable one revolution, the instrument can be easily modified filling that may be put in might add to the alkalinity 
spot of light, and by intermissions of this light a time to record the exposure in the form of a spiral. For of the color or detract from the milling properties of 
record was provided. Similar results were obtained our engravings and the foregoing particulars we are the soap. The soap too should be as soluble as pos-
in the case of the barometer, by using a float with a indebted to Le Monde Illustre. �ible in water and an olive oil or ground nut oil soap 
small perforation through which the light passed, and will answer very well. A palm oil soap is a good one 
with the thermometer by simply allowing the mer· to use. A cotton oil soap does not work well, seeming 
cury itself to screen the light from the sensitive sur- TEXTILE SOAPS. * to part with its alkali too freely. The soap should be 
face. as free as possible from color, so that it will not sad· 

Later on, in 1865, similar means were used by Mr. IN the manufacture of textile fabrics of all kinds den any colors with which it may come in contact. A 
Glaisher for the ahltomatic record of earth currents, soap is largely used for various purposes. The wool- practical soap maker will have no difficulty in produc
and they have, consequently, been continuou�ly ob- en manufacturer uses it to free his raw wool and his I ing such a soap. 
served since that date at Greenwich. cloth from the grease which it naturally contains or Soaps for Cotton Goods.-Soap is used for a variety 

To the best of my knowledge, but little alteration which is imparted to it during the process of manufac- of purposes in connection with the treatment of cotton 
has been made in the original system, the only im- ture; he also employs it as an aid in the milling of goods, not only on account of its cleansing properties 
provement being in the sensitive surface employed. his goods. The silk manu facturer employs it to free but for other propertres it possesses. 
When gela.tino-bromide paper was introduced, it was his silk from the gum and dirt it naturally possesses. Cop Soap.-A soft soap has been found to be very 
tried and adopted at Green wich, and by its means su- The dyer uses it in certain branches of his art. The good to apply to the bottoms of cops during the pro· 
peri or results were obtained. calico printer employs it for clearing his cloths of the I cess of manufacture. Itenables the threads at the bot-

Numerous instances will occur to many of you in starch and gum he uses in his colors and to brighten 
I 

tom of the cop to hold together more firmly. For this 
which photography has been or might be applied. I the tints he has produced. The bleacher employs purpose the soap must be soft and also be free from 
will only refer to one, because it appears to me so ex- it in the scouring of the yarns or cloths he has to deal color. The latter condition can only be attained by 
cellent an instance of the delicacy of the method. At I using a white fat-like tallow, cocoanut oil or bleached 
the last, the Oxford, meeting of the British Associa- * From tile American Soap Journal. palm oil, and if soda be used for making the soap by 
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